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About Us

New Dry Fruit Corner is identified as one of the celebrated Manufacturers and Suppliers of fresh

Edible Items, based in India.The profound knowledge and rich experience company to acquire

distinguished position amidst the dependable Manufacturers of Pickles, Sharbats, Papads etc. The

company also specializes in the dealing of Dried Fruits and Nuts like Dried Fruit Raisins, Organic

Dried Apricots, Almond Kernels, Cashew Nuts, Pistachio Nuts and many more. We have a huge and

established business network dealing wide spread in various regions of India. Apart from pickles,

sharbats, wadis etc. dealing in dried fruits and nuts have also added wings to our business. Moreover,

strong business networking has also helped in acquiring huge clientele base in the market. The

company has set a strong foothold in the regions of India and is the recipient of loads of

appreciations. New Dry Fruit Corner commitment towards modern techniques and process orientation

help us efficiently deliver the your selected arrangements to the destined person through our

nationwide network of flowers, on time & just as you thought it to be. We hope to make a difference.

And Invite you to enjoy world class services for your benefit, with satisfaction that you may be making

a whole lot of difference in that someone's life somewhere.

New Dry Fruit Corner appreciate your feedback, as we don't want to compromise on anything. So

make use of the Contact section and be assured we will make our...

For more information, please visit
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OTHER PRODUCTS: 

Almonds Almonds
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Wholesale Trader



CONTACT US

Harvinder Singh & Co.
Contact Person: Lovepreet Singh

Chowk Fawara, Near Golden Temple 
Amritsar - 143006, Punjab, India

+91-8048372484
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